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Night of Destruction – Thursday WRECKFEST 
NOT guaranteed prize pool, Isanti County Fair Board has the right to cancel any race due to lack of 

entries in the event. 

 

ALL VEHICLES WILL BE INSPECTED 
 

AUTO ~ 10 Lap Max 
4 Cylinders   1st $100 and Trophy  2nd $75  3rd $50 
6 Cylinders   1st $100 and Trophy  2nd $75  3rd $50 
8 Cylinders   1st $100 and Trophy  2nd $75  3rd $50 

       Trucks & SUVs         1st $100 and Trophy        2nd $75        3rd $50 
1. Minimum of 4 cars for each class will apply   
2. Each class will be set up in their own bracket, however; the Isanti County Fair reserves 

the right to add, combine, or eliminate a class depending on number of entries received   
3. Each participant will draw for their position in the bracket 

POWDER PUFF ~ 10 Lap Max 
1st $150 and Trophy  2nd $100  3rd $50 

 
1. Classes will be determined night of event 

a. 4 or 6 cylinder cars ONLY  
2. Each class will be set up in their own bracket, however; the Isanti County Fair reserves 

the right to add, combine, or eliminate a class depending on the number of entries 
received.   

3. Each participant will draw for their position in the bracket 

 
SPECTATOR DRAG RACE~ 1 Lap around the racetrack 

$100 and a Trophy for 1st Place  
This race is set up in a single elimination bracket system 

1. Open to any street legal Car, Truck or Minivan. 4, 6 or 8 cylinder 
2. Classes will be determined night of the event  

a. Each class will be set up in their own bracket, however; the Isanti County Fair 
reserves the right to add, combine, or eliminate a class, depending on the number 
of entries received.  

3. Each Participant will draw for their position in the bracket 
4. All races will be one on one  
5. No intentional contact  
6. The winner of each race will advance to the next round until the last two vehicles remain 

in their class 
7. Winner moves on and the loser exits the track  
8. The final 2 competitors in each class will race one lap to determine the overall winner 
9. Starting in front of the Grandstand - vehicles will be at a dead stop 
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APPLIANCE RACE ~ 3 laps or more 
1st Place - Trophy & $100 2nd Place - $100 3rd Place - $50 

 
1. Standard Passenger vehicle- Any sedan or hardtop automobile 

a. No trucks or convertibles 
2. All glass, plastic, metal trim and anything that may fall off must be removed prior to 

entering the fairgrounds 
a. Any vehicle spilling glass will be immediately disqualified. Windshield is 

optional - if it gets broken, you may be subject to disqualification. You may use 
screening 

3. 3 person teams  
a. One driver and two pit crew members  
b. Pit crew must ride the lap with the driver and the appliance, must be inside the 

vehicle in a seat, with a seatbelt and helmet, 
4. May use any kind of strap the will fit to hold an appliance on your car  

 
HIGH 5 BACKWARDS RACE ~ 10 Lap Max 

1st $150 and Trophy  2nd $100  3rd $50 
 

1. Classes will be determined night of event 
a. 4 or 6 cylinder cars ONLY  

2. Each class will be set up in their own bracket, however; the Isanti County Fair reserves 
the right to add, combine, or eliminate a class depending on the number of entries 
received.   

3. Each participant will draw for their position in the bracket. 

 
 

BLINDFOLD RACE ~ 5 Lap Max 
1st $100 & trophy  2nd $75 3rd $50 

 
1. Minimum of 4 cars for each class will apply CAN be 4, 6 or 8 cylinders, trucks or SUVs. 
2. Two-person team: Blindfolded driver with voice navigation passenger.  
3. Each class will be set up in their own bracket, however; the Isanti County Fair reserves 

the right to add, combine, or eliminate a class depending on number of entries received 
4. Each participant will draw for their position in the bracket 
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TRAILER RACES ~ 15 Lap Max 
1st $350 and Trophy  2nd $200  3rd $75 

 
1. Any kind of vehicle with a trailer attached on ball hitch  

a. Tongue must be attached to the tow vehicle by hitch and ball, free pivoting and 
removable for inspection. NO WELDING 

b. Travel trailer/pop-up camper, boat on a trailer, snowmobile trailer or utility 
trailer is eligible  

2. Travel trailer/campers must be completely cleaned out 
a. All appliances and heating/cooling units must be removed  
b. All glass must be removed  
c. Remove everything that is not part of unit (i.e., pots/pans, clothes, silverware, 

trash, household items or anything that is not a permanent part of trailer as 
manufactured  

d. Pop-ups must be raced in fully extended/popped up position  
3. Boats must be strapped to trailer and must be gutted  

a. No motors  
b. No fuel tanks  
c. No out drives 

4. The trailers must be between 8’ to 22’ in length  
a. No Implement or heavy equipment trailers  
b. Trailer cannot be rigged to self-destruct, leaving only frame to continue racing 

and must be able to race without falling apart  
i. If trailer is rigged, that driver will be disqualified  

5. Safety chains and equalizer bars are not allowed  
6. Ballast or weight cannot be added  
7. Once your trailer is disconnected you are disqualified  

a. There will be NO safety chains allowed  
8. Finish the race with your trailer attached while trying to separate the trailers of your 

competitors from their tow vehicle. If you lose your trailer, you will be disqualified and 
you will be black-flagged  

9. NO intentional hitting of tow vehicle, if you hit another tow vehicle intentionally with 
your vehicle, you will be immediately disqualified  

 
 
 
	

 
 


